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Northern Meadows COVID-19 Update June 8, 2020
The Saskatchewan Government has introduced their “Re-Open Saskatchewan” plan for
Phase III, and it is set to go for June 8th.

June 8th Changes-updated June 5th.
1. Physical distancing must be observed at all times, with a minimum of two meters
between individuals.
2. Players exhibiting signs of any illness will not be permitted to play or enter diningroom.
3. All players must have a Tee time, NO walk-ins or extra golfers will be permitted and
groups of four maximum.
4. Only one group at a time allowed in proshop. Hand sanitizer must be used upon entry.
5. All tournaments and large golfing groups are cancelled until further notice. Inside
groups are limited to 10 and outside groups are limited to 30 people.
6. Tee times must be a minimum of 12 minutes apart to avoid congestion.
7. Scorecards and pencils are NOT allowed to be given out.
8. Golf cart restrictions have been removed. Individuals are encouraged to only share a
golf cart with members of their extended household.
9. Carts MUST be returned to “cleaning area” with all garbage etc removed by renter.
10. Flags are NOT to be pulled or touched so we have fitted a mechanical device to
remove ball from hole on each flag.
11. Ball washers, outhouses, and rakes are removed from the course until further notice.
12. On-course food and beverage service; refreshment cart,can resume service.
13. Clubhouse washrooms are open and are limited to one person at a time.
14. Diningroom is open with 50% seating with our full menu. Take-out will still be available
too.

These are the guidelines under which we are allowed to open.
Please do not abuse these guidelines or
you will be denied access to the course.
Please call the clubhouse at 306-238-4653 for any further updates.

